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*Produce a innovative project brief - presented using a creative typographical title and the written 
brief needs to be presented in a creative way.   

*Complete a mind map of superheroes that you know and you must explain what their skills and 
qualities are with pictoral references  e.g. Super man – the ability to fly. (12 examples)  Compare the 

similarities and differences between each one.                                             

*Complete a product analysis of different costumes using the CAFE QUE Analysis in full sentences 
using the hard vocab sheet to describe them  

*Collect 12  examples of existing logos - explain in detail how they can be used to form your own ideas. 
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Superheros Project/ Visual Communication / Illustration/Logo Design/ Corporate Identity

Making  EvaluationResearch
Band

Platinum

120

Silver  *Detailed evaluation including a photograph of your final product.

*Complete the design specification using the questions given
*Create 4 differennt logos using shading and tonal techniques.

*Create a DVD case for the character you have created ensuring the main features of the DVD are 
displayed.

*Create 4 different costume designs using the CAFEQUE as reference and annotate.

*Produce a innovative project brief - presented using a creative typographical title and the written 
brief needs to be presented in a creative way.  

*Complete a mind map of superheroes that you know and you must explain what their skills and 
qualities are e.g. Super man – the ability to fly. (8 examples)  Compare the similarities and differences 

between each one.                                             

*Complete a product analysis of different costumes using the CAFE QUE Analysis in full sentences. 

*Collect 8  examples of existing logos - label what is good about them.

*Complete the design specification in full sentences considering anthropometrics and ergonomics and the 
environment implications.

Create 4 relevant and appropriate logo designs highlighing where your design influences have come from 
using colour theory.

*Make a creative response to the classic DVD design, think about how the CD is going to be held. 
*Create 4 different costume designs using the CAFEQUE as reference and annotate using the hard vocab.

* Very detailed evaluation explaining processes used and problems overcome during making.
*Photograph used to help you evaluate, also consider your product in use.

* Compare your work to others that you can buy and others made by your classmates.

Complete the design specification in full sentences considering anthropometrics and ergonomics.
*Create 4 relevant and appropriate logo designs highlighing where your design influences have come from.
*Use the measurements to hand render your DVD, the design must include all the specific features of an 

authentic DVD case 
*Create 4 different costume designs using the CAFEQUE as reference and annotate using the hard vocab.

*Very detailed evaluation considering all aspects in the specification
*Photograph used to help you evaluate, also consider your product in use.

*Suggestions for improvement or extension
Gold

*Produce a innovative project brief - presented using a creative typographical title and the written 
brief needs to be presented in a creative way.  

*Complete a mind map of superheroes that you know and you must explain what their skills and 
qualities are with pictoral references  e.g. Super man – the ability to fly. (10 examples)  Compare the 

similarities and differences between each one.                                             

*Complete a product analysis of different costumes using the CAFE QUE Analysis in full sentences 
using the hard vocab sheet to describe them  

*Collect 10  examples of existing logos - describe the colour references and why they are appropriate 
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B

Bronze *Brief evaluation of the work completed.

 *Create a simple design for 4 logos.
Quite a lot of help needed

*Create a DVD case for your character 
*Create 4 different costume designs using the CAFEQUE as reference.

*Produce a project brief - presented using a creative typographical title 

*Complete a mind map of superheroes that you know and you must explain what their skills and 
qualities are e.g. Super man – the ability to fly. (6 examples)                                  

*Complete a product analysis of Batman’s Costume using the CAFE QUE Analysis 

*Collect 6 examples of existing logos 
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